Two meLhods for dissociation of d iatomic molncules ba,.;ed on nonp eriodic excitation generated by feed biWk control mechanism an' deseribed and analyzed by computer simulation for classical and quantum lliccilallical ensembles. Th<' first method of control de:.;igll Ilses nonlinear resonance Cllrve of the system cO lulfiH the resonance conditions at any time of ex-(:iI.ation, Tlw second method is based on the speedgradient principle. lmplem'�ntation of the proposed l1lethods by pulse laser cont.rol il1 described. P,ffi ci<'l1cy lAthe propolledrnethods is riemonstrated by \,iw eX<tll1ple of hydrogclI fluoride (HF) molecule dis>iociation. Simulations confirmed that !lew methods at'e more dficknt then the existing algorithms based 011 harmonic (monochromatic) alld linear chirping I1xeitaciolt both for the modI)] case of single molecule mId fill' an ellsembles of molecules. It is shown that til!! dissociation rate for the quantum-mechanical en SI;t1lb18 is just a few percent, slower that the .one for 1 Introduction
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Introduction
Sincf) the beginning of the 1990s a growing inter eo;l; has been observed in the control problems for molecular systems ill classical and quantum formu lation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . One of the benchmark problem:; in the field is the dissociation problem for diatomic molecules [2, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In the paper [6) possibilities of dissociation a molecule by monochromatic (single frequency) laser lield have been explored for the case of hydrogen fluoride (HF) molecule using Chirikov's reSOllance overlap criterion. In [7, 8J the case of two freque ncy (two-laser) control field was investigated.
It was shown that intensity of bichromatic field re quired for dissociation can be reduced compared to monochromatic case. In rIO] the further reduction of the control field intensity has been demonstrated by means of chi rping (frequency modulation) the lascr frequency with constant chirping rate.
New possibilities for changi ng of physical and chem ical properties are provided by using feedback for control design. In [2] methods based on geometric control th{)ory (inverse control ) were proposed for til<' dao;sicai ensemhle. It justifies using classical control of molecular systems, including dissociation sign is disclIssed. Two method s for dissociation of ics give similar results for model systems with one diatomic molecules design by fCt'CIback control based or two degrees of freedom. Even when the expecon resonance curve and speed-gradient principle were tation values of the quantum wave packet did not proposed in [11,121. exactly correspond to the averages over classical tra jectories , observables such as dissociation probabil- [15] .
Note that the algorithms of [11, 12) 
where 1>0 i� the initial phase of control. +Au.(l. ).
[n tite vicinity or equilibrium r �:; J',., equat.ion (7) with ilfl.rtllonic excitation (u(t) forc(,cI oscillations
\\'Iwrc C if; tineal' stiffness of the bond. The natural
wlwre E IS a constant (chirping rate), whiGh eharac t.eri:oes the speed of the frequency deGrease. 1 [\ this ca,�e equation 01 Inotion (7) takes the form
where <Po is the initial phase of control.
Simulation results. These nonfeedback dissoci- and k, (in case of linear chirping) and on the initial deviations between pha.�es of control (i.e. fo in both ca6es) and phases of molecular rno�ion (for OUl' ini tial conditions the initial phases of molecular motion
will give the desired excitation at the resonance frequency at any time instant.
are 0). This dependence corresponds to the follow-
The relation neW) in principle can be calculated for illg condition: for the fastest energy growth control any known potential n(r) using the integral of ellfunction should be" in phase" with the molecular moergy, which is realized when the external force is abCiOll, Of, in other words, signs of control and velocity sent should be the same during the sufficiently long time.
The gmphs Fig. 1a,Fig. 2a show this dependence for the monochromatic exdtation and linear chirping. 
resonance conditions and start to control "in phase"
where no j}; defined by (9), To = 27r/Do. The'control law (14) t.her"fore t.akes the form
871 with the system, we obtain best results. Correspond jng graph Fig. 3b shows that the dissociation takes place at t � 5211. This result. is better (� 1. 2 times) 
Q(x(t)) along the trajectories of (19), vector w(z)
forms an acute angle with the vector z, i.e. >.V(z f z > o when z =I-0 (superscript "T" stands for transpose).
viation. Thus we can maintain that the resonance
The first step of the speed-gradient procedure is t. o mutroi method is more robu�(, than nonfeedback COIl-calculate the speed Q. The second step is to evaluate 
respect to speed-gradient) feedback
while the choi ce \IT (z) = 'Y sign z, where "sign" is un derstood componentwise, yields the relay algorithm
The mtegml form of SG-algorithm
also can be used as well as combined, e.g.
III order to achieve the gmd (20) we may apply the proportional-integral forms.
SG-a1i(orichm in the finite form
The underlying idea of the choice (22) is that. mov-(2l) ing along the antigradient of the speed Cd provides ,jc,CH'as(' of Q. It may evelltually lead to negativity stationary points are isolated. Obviously, Morse poof (j which, ill tlJrIl, yields decrease of Q and, even-tential fits these mild conditions. It is worth noticing tllally, achievement of the primary goal (20). How-that since ttlf' motion of the controlled system beev"r, lo prow (20) some a{k�itionaJ assumptiolls are longs to the fillite energy layer between Wmill = U lI""ded, see 11:1,141. and W., the right hand side of (25) 
wllel·f· ,,"' > 0: sign(W) = 1 for W > 0, f:iigJl(lV) o:c.
--I for IV < 0, and sign (O ) = D. It can be p,. "Oved Therefore, taking sufficiently small field intensi ty E we can achieve the given energy surface W = vll . hy means of arbitmrily small control.
The control algorithm (26) can be further simplified if we eliminate energy (e.g., assuming that 'systeru ellergy do not exceed the dissociation threshold):
that looks like introducing negative Coulomb friction int.o the system.
Below simulati on results for the system (3), (27) will be presented.
(.�!�t' [I :5,141 for gelleral statementn) that the goal Simulation results. Simulation W>JS performed for WI:,:(!.)) .� .
• W, in the syst�m (3), (25) (or (3), (26)) the set of parameters and initial conditions correwill be achieved fmm almost all initial conditions sponding to HF molecule as described above. Let us pI"< ,vi(J<,d that tlw potential II()") is smooth f"\nd its Ilote, that control of that type is originally" in phase"
wlth (Iw �'v�telll In Fig. 4a t. lw results of the speed� perimental t.echnologies [15] .
gradi(�llt feedback control (27) are preiiented. Graph shows t h(� energy a� a ["unction of time for t.he fecd� hack ",,"trol (27) Obviously, this met.hod provides [<"Is(.c<:1, dif>soeiation at t � 37'l0. In Fig. ' lb we ean see resllit.s of iLpplying the speed-gradient type impulse wit.h Gaussian envelope to the system. Such situ� <ll ion rnon� aeceptable for real systems. Naturally, ,,1I(:it adaphlt,ion gives a little worse l'esilits with dis �()ciat,iun at t �"" 5.')1'0. Graphs Fig. 5at 
Simulation for Classical Ensemble
Let T 1 be pulse repeating time interval and the pause (time i nte!'val between pulses) be T2. Then the pulse duration will be T3 = TJ � 7"2. We assume that the pause is sufficient.ly large in order to allow ergodic properties of the molecular system to become signil� icant enough to forget the influence of the previoub pulse. The following additional simplifying assump tions art'. used. control with optimal chirping rate E: = 0.01£0 (this For n umerical calculations a finite level approxima value of chirping rate, providing the best result fo r tion was taken, with eigenvalue and eigenfunctions control of this type, was obtained experimentally).
of unperturb ed Schrodinger operator evaluated an
Graph on Fig.6b shows the result. of applying the alytically. Same input control function and simu speed-gradient pulse control to the ensemble (as rep-lation time as for classi cal case were used. Initial resent,ltive molecule it was chosen the molecule with system state was chosen at the 2-nd energy level, median initial velocity).
while H. corresponded to the 15-th energy level of It can be seen that the control using pulses de signed by speed-gradient feedback method ensures a few times better efficiency compared with the lin ear chirping control with the optimal value of the chirping rate £.
H F molecule, in accordance with the classical simulations. Unlike the classical case, there is no need to make, pauses between pulses since the state distribu tion of the uncontrolled quantum-mechanical system docs not change with time.
The simulation results for speed-gradient pulse con-4.2 Simulation for Quantum Ensemble trol are shown in Fig. 7 . It is seen that the speed For quantum-mechanical simulation the molecular gradient algorithm provides 14% probability of dis motion was described by the Schrodinger equation:
sociation after 5 pulses (control pulses were taken
identically to studding at the classic model). Thus
the quantum-mechanical analysis provides the re sults qualit atively similar to the classical ones.
(29)
w here if = \f/ (t, r) -is the wave function. Dissoci ation probability was defined as probability of the stat" with the energy {'xcccding H •.
(aJ Conclusions quantum-mechanical ensemble is just a fe w percent slower that the one for the classical ensemb le. This result justifies using classical models for fee dback
The an alyzed algorithms h ave different properties.
control design in the dissociation problem. _
The design of the first algorithm requirr:s the knowl edge of the energy resonance curve of the molecule_
The secane] (speed-gradient) method provides more then l1m"e times faster dissociation then the best varia.lIt of the linear chirping for Lhe single molecule case.
This method is also faster then the fi rst rncthod, w hi ch provides only two times faster dis sociation then the linear chirping , In the real ex perilTIl'll tal situation the control function is precal Gulated offi ine for a specified time interval and then applip.d to tlw real molecula.r system in an open loop mode_ Su�h a control strategy corresponds to /Cmtosecnnd l aser pul8e experimental technologies.
From our calculations it fo llows Lhat the control using pulses des igned by the speed-gradient algorithm ensures a few ti mes better efficiency compared with the linear chirping control with the optimal value of the chirp rate.
It. j,; shown that the dissociation rate fo r the 
F'igure 7: The dissociation probability for quantum-mechanical simulation with E = 0.005 a.u.: (a) pulse linear chirping with £ = 0.01 %, (b) pulse speed-grad ient control. Dissociation probability -in %, time is measllred in To .
